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CLASS LEVEL :Returning student  ROOM:8 EXPECTED NO OF 
STUDENT:12 

  
CONTEXT 

 

 

CONTEXT  SECTION :  Part of  speech, Function, example of words, examples of sentences, definition, 

different  kind part of speech    

TEACHING  AIDS : Board ,pen ,exercise sheet 

STUDENT OBJECTIVES        PERSONAL AIMS 

. Knowledge/ Remembering : define, list, recognize    .Improve my time management 

.Comprehension / Understanding : describe, explain, identify,  . Develop emotional intelligence 

Characterize  ,Recognise ,locate ,sort    .Develop reading habit 

. Application, applying    implement , peform   . Learn new things 

. Analysis: compare  , differentiate       . Improve my public speaking skills 

 

ANTICIPATED  PROBLEMS : FOR STUDENT    ANTICIPATED PROBLEM : FOR  TEACHER 

. Student  don’t want to participates    . Student disturbed the class 

 .Behavioural  student don’t understand the instruction . Student  hijack  the lessons 

.Student get distracted of the activity   .Large number of students in the classroom 

  .  

SOLUTION       SOLUTION    

         

.Talk through the process of what we doing                            . I will set some time limit  

. Ask them about different kind of part of speech           . Reduce number of student in classroom 

. Let them talk about part of speech, give my student feedback         .Eliminate standardised exams 

. Help  them critiques.  

 

 



 PROCEDURE PHASE TIMING INTERACTION 

Greeting my student with 
smile on my face ,by 
good morning ,if it 
morning ,  good 
afternoon ,if it afternoon, 
make them stand up 
stretch their legs and 
arms ,let them sit down  
and ask them how is the 
day ? 

practise 3 minute Teacher -student 

Review with them part of 
the speech they know ,let 
them tell me and also 
remind them what is part 
of speech are: by naming  
verb, noun, adjective 
adverb etc. 

practise 4 minute Teacher- student 

Give my student more 
different kind part of 
speech, write it down 
,example words and 
example of sentences 
E g. Noun is a thing or 
person , example of noun 
is pen, music ,john and 
give them sentence of 
noun e g. This is my pen, 
john live in London . 
      

presentation 5 minute Teacher- student 

Ask my student question 
? what is function  of 
adverb, preposition, 
conjunction  and 
interjection 
What is example of 
conjunction? 
Definition of preposition 
Example sentences of 
adjective? What is 
Pronoun ? 
What is verb, how does 
verb function   ,what is 
the sentences of verb? 
Example of verb. 

practise 6 minute Teacher-student 

Drill new vocabulary ,give 
them synonyms words  

practise 3 minute Teacher-student 

Write on the board all 
words are synonyms 
example:  large - big, 
present-  gift, last - final  

 presentation 4 minute Teacher 

Place my student in 
groups ,hand out 
worksheet with different 
kind  of part of speech 
and let my student write 

Produce 
 
 
 
 

10 minute 
 
 
 
 

Student –student 
 
 
 
 



down definition of it 
term, function of it term, 
make their own 
sentences.   
 
  
 
 
 
Discuss answers and 
spelling with them  
 
 
 
 
Time filler if it needed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
presentation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 minute 
 
 
 
 
2minute 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teacher- student 
 
 
 
 
Teacher - student 
 

 


